Harkins noted an odd-even effect.
Increased abundances for magic numbers were observed by W. Elsasser already around 1933.
B 2 FH, the "Bible" of Nuclear Astrophysics
Remark: Hoyle wanted to explain nucleosynthesis without a "Big Bang"
In the early 50`s, the development of the nuclear shell-model (Göppert-Mayer and Jensen, Haxel, Suess) was the basis for the understanding of nucleosynthesis.
Several groups worked out a detailed picture, as •Suess and Urey
R-process at magic numbers B 2 FH predicted correctly even the detailed behaviour at N=50, 82 and 126.
The "climb up the staircases", the major waiting-point nuclei involved, as well as the "break-through pairs", and their "association with the rising sides of major peaks in the abundance curve for the r-process" are still today important properties to be studied experimentally and theoretically. 
Approximation to Approximation to full full network network calculations calculations already already give give insights insights in in decisive decisive data data: : " "canonical canonical" " r r--process process • • (n, (n,γ γ) )↔ ↔( (γ γ,n) ,n) equilibrium equilibrium ( (" "waiting waiting--point point" ") ) 
